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Job evaluation is a methodology used for achieving the “internal equity” objective. 
It’s one often used in human resources management, particularly in creating 
remuneration systems, i.e. decision making process concerning the differences between 
payments for different jobs. This paper introduces a case of job evaluation implemented 
by Group H, a state-owned enterprise. In this case, the issues to discussed includes: how 
to choose among alternative approaches; designing a job evaluation scheme; different 
factor plans  are to be purposely developed for different business units; electing and 
training evaluator; selecting benchmarks to evaluation; the control of evaluation process; 
dealing with the outcome of job evaluation; applications of the outcome of job evaluation. 
These practical issues are studied in detail, including some of author’s sight. The author 
suggests that job evaluation should be used according the principle of adaptation to local 
conditions; various measures should be taken to avoid subjectivity and arbitrariness 
which derive from the evaluators; job evaluation is a dialectical unity of science and art; 
and the evaluators, evaluating indicators, process and results handling are the critical 
success factors in implementing job evaluation. Technical means can bring the employees 
a scientific feeling. Meanwhile, it’s necessary that non-technical means should be used to 
influence how fairly employees believe they are being treated in the job evaluation. 
These conclusions of the research should supply the valuable practical basis for improve 
the effectiveness of job evaluation. 
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